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Screwdrivers for
Hexagon Socket Screws

L-Keys

L-Keys for Hexagon Socket Screws

Hex-Plus L-keys for hexagon socket
screws provide more contact surface
inside the screw, which prevents
rounding.

Part Number

Description

hex key set, nine-piece, includes metric sizes 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
TW-HK-SET-MM Wera
and 10 mm. Holder included. Manufacturer part number 022086.

TW-HK-SET-STD

L-keys can transfer high torque but they
must not twist to any great extent, or
shear off, to minimize the risk of injuries. Wera’s extensive experience with
narrow tolerance manufacturing techniques, careful material selection and
refined hardening technologies delivers
maximum safety at work.

05022089055
05022639055

Wera hex key set, 13-piece, includes inch sizes 0.05, 1/16, 5/64, 3/32,
7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16 and 3/8 inch. Holder included.
Manufacturer part number 022171.
Wera hex key set, nine-piece, multicolor, L-key hexdriver set. Includes
metric sizes 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 mm. Two-component clip included.
Manufacturer part number 022089.
Wera hex key set, nine-piece, multicolor, L-key hexdriver set. Includes
imperial sizes 5/64, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16, and 3/8 inch.
Includes durable cloth pouch. Manufacturer part number 022639.

Price
Each
$12.00
$21.00
$44.50
$44.50

Note: L-keys are warranted against manufacturer defect only.

HEX-PLUS

TW-HK-SET-MM

BALL
END

TW-HK-SET-STD

05022639055

05022089055

Hexagon ball tip
The spherical drive profile means that it is possible to swivel
the axis of the tool to that of the screw, and therefore enable
angled, “around-the-corner” screwdriving jobs.

T-Handle Hex Drivers
The T-handle is useful whenever higher
tightening or loosening torque needs to
be applied. The exclusive use of hard
material in combination with the large
contact surface area in the hand ensures
an efficient, positive transfer of power.

T-Handle Hex Drivers
Part Number
05344547001
05344548001

Price
Each

Description

Wera T-handle hexdriver set, 8 pieces. Includes metric sizes 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, $47.00
8, and 10 mm. Manufacturer part number 344547.
Wera T-handle hexdriver set, 10 pieces. Includes imperial sizes 3/32, 7/64,
1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16, and 3/8 inch. Manufacturer part
$61.00
number 344548.

LIMITED

LIFETIME
HEX-PLUS

05344547001
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Wrenches

Joker - Does it all. Better.

HOLDING
FUNCTION

LIMIT
STOP

Practical holding function

Limit Stop for faster assembly

The Joker’s holding function means that nuts and bolts can
be directly and reliably positioned where they are needed. The
metal jaw plate holds nuts securely for one hand placement
reducing the risk of dropping.

Joker’s limit stop plate keeps the wrench from slipping off of
the bolt head or nut preventing constant repositioning of the
wrench.

30°
SMALL
ANGLE

ANTI-SLIP

FINE
TOOTH

Safer due to anti-slip effect

Small return angle

The Joker’s clever double-hex geometry delivers a very positive
connection with nuts or bolts – it’s a perfect fit. The exchangeable, hardened metal gripping plate in the Joker’s mouth literally bites itself into the bolt, with its extremely hard tips. Both
features combine to prevent slipping, even at higher torque.

Conventional open-end wrenches have a 60° return angle.
The Joker works twice as fast having a 30° return angle with a
double hex design. This, along with the Joker’s straight head
eliminate turning the wrench over. The fine 80 tooth ratchet
mechanism in the box-end wrench provides even greater flexibility working in confined spaces.
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